Affinity Portable Flexible
AFT4/

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Affinity Portable Flexible is one of Affinity’s original couches and, over 19 years on, due to its classic
style and great value, is still one of the most versatile and best loved professional massage couches in the
marketplace today.
As with all Affinity couches, the Portable Flexible is of a robust, strong construction and the 4-leg cable
system means that the couch can be set up and ready for use in a matter of seconds.
The Portable Flexible offers generous levels of height adjustment which can be quickly altered due to the
rubberised, easi-grip adjusters. The density of the frame, the wrap around design of the leg and the
quality of wood mean that Affinity couches are exceptionally stable even at the upper ends of the height
setting.
Affinity Portable Flexible features an ‘easy lift’ backrest which can be quickly and simply adjusted via a
smooth ratchet system.
The reiki style end panels allow the therapist excellent access at either end of the couch, especially for
seated treatments, and the Affinity superior comfort Therafoam padding ensures a well-supported and
comfortable client even during longer treatments. The foam is covered with a luxurious feeling, but hard
wearing, PU upholstery.
To further enhance client comfort, the Portable Flexible features the Affinity ergonomic breathe hole
(which comes with plug) as well as our face cradle frame, cushion and hanging arm rest sling. An added
benefit of using the face cradle frame is that you can use either end of the couch and spread the wear as
well as offering extra comfort and more flexible positioning options for both therapist and client.
For your added convenience, the Portable Flexible comes with a wheeled carry case which makes it easy
to transport to treatments whilst keeping it protected from the elements, knocks and scrapes. As you
would expect with a leading brand, even the carry case has therapist friendly features, with a large
accessory pocket, metal zips and fixings and extra carry handles to ensure posture friendly carrying.
All in all, the Affinity Portable Flexible is a super couch that will give you great flexibility in the
treatments you offer and happily work with you to offer a great treatment experience.

KEY FEATURES:

















Therafoam comfort padding
Luxury feel PU upholstery
Extremely comfortable
European beech wood frame
Affinity Ergonomic breathe hole and bung
Single, easi-grip thumbscrews for faster height adjustment
Lifting back rest
Reiki end panels
Rapid set up
Generous, therapist friendly height adjustment
Includes wheeled carry case, face cradle frame, cushion and arm rest sling
Port holes either end for paper towel holder/face cradle frame
Soft touch carry handle
Non-slip feet
Excellent stability
Can be folded with legs at full height.

Affinity Portable Flexible Specifications
Height Adjustment:

26″-32″ (66-81cm)

Weight:

17.8kgs (37lbs)

Set up Dimensions:

Set Up (without face cradle): L: 73″ (185cm), W: 27″ (68cm)
Set Up (with face cradle): L85” (215cm), W: 27” (68cm)
Folded: L: 14.3” (36.5cm), H: 27” (68cm), D: 8.5” (21.5cm)

Materials:

Hardwood, 2″ Therafoam padding, PU vinyl

Weight Capacity:

205kgs/32.3 stones/450lbs impact

Warranty:

2 years

Face Cradle/Towel Holder
Ports:

Both ends

Included:

Wheeled carry case, face cradle frame, cushion and arm rest sling.

Colours:

Biscuit

Shipping dimensions:

Box: L 95 x W 22 x H 85. Gross weight: 26kg

White

Grey

